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Heading out... Piggot Creek
bridge

[Amber Gargus photo]

Tammy capturing one of
my favorite views

[Amber Gargus photo]
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Cruickshank Canyon Day Hike (hiking)      return to Reports list 
Sat Aug 22, 2015 
Leader: Amber Gargus
Co-Leader: Susan Osso

The day started out with carpooling and meeting at the trailhead for 8:45am. The
parking lot was already full by the time we arrived. Popular place! Once we had
signed in and had our trailhead meeting we were off by 9:10am.

The morning was cool with some cloud cover which all hikers enjoyed. After a few
rest stops we where at the canyon lookout by 12:15pm. We had a 40 min break and
continued the loop back from Kwai Lake.

The afternoon was hot with little clouds and a slight breeze. We noticed that there
were a lot more backpackers coming in around 3pm... I think we passed 15 + hikers
with stuffed packs heading up past Battleship Lake. Plus, the day hikers increased
as well. We arrived back to the parking lot around 4pm. It definitely was a great day
to be in the park.

Thanks to all that came out and joined myself and Susan and thanks to Susan for
co-leading this one. Hope to see you all on another trip out.
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The group with a few extras at
the view point

[Amber Gargus photo]

Don..... whatcha doin'?
[Amber Gargus photo]

Report contributors: Amber G, 

Participant list (9 of 9): Amber G, Elaine H, Bev K, Don K, Joe L, Louise O,
Susan O, Petra S, Tammy S, 
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